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Abstract
The Box-Cox transformation is a way to transform non-normal data into more normally
distributed data. However, when we fit linear regression models to transformed data, we cannot
use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) directly to compare different models since the
transformed data are no longer on the same scale. In this study, the Jacobian adjusted AIC is
proposed to compare regression models on transformed data and to select an “optimal” value of
the transformation parameter 𝜆. Instead of using a single 𝜆 for the whole data, which is commonly
used in the literature and in practice, we formulate 𝜆 a linear regression pattern so that the
transformation can be adaptive to the changes in the data. The proposed method will be applied to
fit and analyze different types of energy data including steam, chilled water, and electricity on the
University of Connecticut Storrs campus.

Introduction
Saving energy draws increasing attention from people recently. In order to achieve energy
efficiency, we should first analyze the factors which affect energy usages and understand the
pattern of energy usages under their influence. Many studies have shown that energy consumption
is impacted by outdoor weather conditions. According to Kusizk, Li, and Zhang (2010), outside
temperature and humidity would affect the steam usage based on high-frequency data. Li, et al.
(2009) studied hourly building cooling load and indicated that outdoor climate parameters such as
temperature and humidity are the main meteorological predictors. Bessec and Fouquau (2008)
showed that for monthly data, there is a non-linear relationship between temperature and electricity
consumption.

After identifying temperature and humidity as the key factors of energy usages, we should use
a regression model to examine the relationship between them and energy consumption. Since
energy usages are always non-negative, they do not conform to normal distribution. Thus, it is
difficult to make statistical inference on the estimates of coefficients for a linear regression model
and it is also hard to compare among different regression models. To resolve this problem, we can
either use a nonparametric regression model which do not need the normality assumption, or
transform the raw data into more normally distributed data. Due to the software constrains of
accomplishing regression analysis on non-normal data, we would better use the transformation
approach. The most common transformations when analyzing energy data using linear regression
models are log transformation or square root transformation. However, we prefer to use Box-Cox
transformation, since based on Osborne (2010), it is more effective than traditional transformations
because it takes advantage of a range of power transformations available to improve the efficacy
of normalizing both positively and negatively skewed variables. Box-Cox transformation was
introduced by George Box and David Roxbee Cox in their collaborated paper in 1964. It is defined
as:
(𝑥𝑖 + 𝑐)𝜆 − 1
𝑖𝑓 𝜆 ≠ 0
𝑦𝑖 = {
𝜆
ln(𝑥𝑖 + 𝑐) 𝑖𝑓 𝜆 = 0
where 𝑥𝑖 is the raw data of the dependent variable; 𝑦𝑖 is transformed data of the dependent variable;
and 𝜆 and 𝑐 are unknown parameters. Traditionally, people use a single 𝜆 in the Box-Cox
transformation for the whole data and choose it via maximum likelihood or Bayes’s theorem (Box
and Cox 1964). Nevertheless, in this study, we want to use a linear regression model to formulate
𝜆 so that the transformation can be adaptive to the temperature changes in the data. And we use
Akaike Information Criterion to select our most appropriate 𝜆.

Data
In this study, the energy we focused on are steam, chilled water, and electricity. The three sets
of data we used are provided by the Office for Utilities Operations and Energy Management at the
University of Connecticut's Facilities Operations, and they are from different buildings in the
University of Connecticut Storrs campus. The data are the steam usage for Oak Hall (OAK),
chilled water usage for William Benton Museum of Art (WBMA), and electricity usage for
Chemistry Building (CHEM) respectively during the fall semester of 2019 (from Aug. 26th to Dec.
6th). The energy usages are recorded every 15 minutes for 24 hours every day. The data also
contain outside ambient temperature and humidity of the corresponding time. The units of the
variables are Fahrenheit (℉) for outside ambient temperature, relative humidity (%RH) for outside
ambient humidity, pound per hour (PPH) for steam usage, tons for chilled water usage, and
kilowatt (KW) for electricity usage. The different energy usages of different buildings can show
the flexibility of the Box-Cox transformation model.
The following are the plots of raw data for the three energy usages over time (Figure 1) and the
plot of temperature over time (Figure 2). In the figure we can see that there are periodic patterns
in the energy usages, so time (weekday and hour) seems to play a crucial role in energy
consumptions. Also, when the temperature dropped in November, steam usage tends to increase
and chilled water usage tends to increase significantly. This confirms that temperature indeed has
an influence on energy usages.

Figure 1. The raw data of steam usage for OAK, chilled water usage for WBMA and
electricity usage for CHEM respectively in the 2019 fall semester

Figure 2. The temperature over time for 2019 fall semester

The plots below are the relationships between outside ambient temperature and energy usages
(Figure 3). There are obvious trends that the steam usage decreases, the chilled water usage
increases, and the electricity usage increases as temperature rises. This further proves the
importance of outside temperature on energy usages.

Figure 3. The outside ambient temperature vs. steam usage for OAK, chilled water usage for
WBMA, and electricity usage for CHEM respectively in 2019 fall semester

Method
Firstly, we scaled the energy usages by using the raw data divided by their standard deviations.
Then, we want to use a time series regression model to assess the relationship among temperature,
humidity, weekday, hour, and energy usages. The autoregressive model we assumed to be is:

𝑥𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 + 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2 + 𝛽7 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1
+ 𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1 + 𝛽10 𝑦𝑡−2 + 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 + 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 + 𝜀𝑡
where 𝑥 is the scaled energy usages; 𝑇 is the outside ambient temperature; 𝐻 is the outside
ambient humidity; 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦 is a categorical variable that the day of a week; 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟 is also a
categorical variable that is defined as 24 hours from 0 to 23; and 𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑛, each 𝑡 represents
one time point.
Since the steam, chilled water, and electric usages do not follow normal distributions, we
conducted Box-Cox transformation to transform the data into more normally distributed data.
Because there are zero values for the usages in the raw data, we took the minimal positive values
from the raw data of the energy usages as our parameter 𝑐 in the Box-Cox transformation. And we
used a linear regression model to formulate 𝜆 that
𝜆𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 ∗ 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡
where the 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡 is the 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡 divided by its standard deviation.
Then in our case, the Box-Cox transformation is:
(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐)𝜆𝑡 − 1
𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 ≠ 0
𝑦𝑡 = {
𝜆𝑡
ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 = 0
where 𝑡 represents time points; 𝑥𝑡 is the scaled raw data of the energy usage at time 𝑡; 𝑦𝑡 is BoxCox transformed data of the energy usage at time 𝑡; 𝑐 is the minimal positive constant; and 𝜆𝑡 is a
function of temperature.
The next step is to figure out what values to use for 𝜆𝑡 . Here, we used Akaike information
criterion (AIC) to choose the coefficients 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 We iterated 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 from -2 to 2 in steps
of 0.1 and calculated the 𝜆𝑡 , plugging in to the Box-Cox transformation model to see which values

gives us the best fit regression model. We tried -2 to 2 because the coefficients which give us the
minimal AIC’s are within this range as the following graphs show (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The relationships between AIC and the coefficients 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 of 𝜆𝑡 for the steam usage
in OAK, chilled water usage in WBMA and electricity usage in CHEM respectively.

The criterion we used to determine the most appropriate model is Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) since it is a common and well-known criterion for regression model selection. Nonetheless,
after the transformation with different 𝜆𝑡 , the data are not on the same scale, so AIC values are no
longer comparable (AIC value will be monotonously decrease as 𝜆 increases). Therefore, we
needed to calculate the AIC based on the raw data. And we didn’t not know the distribution of the
raw data, so we firstly derived the likelihood of 𝑥𝑡 from the likelihood of 𝑦t .
After the Box-Cox transformation, 𝑦𝑡 ~ 𝑁(𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡 +
𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 + 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2 + 𝛽7 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1 + 𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1 + 𝛽10 𝑦𝑡−2 + 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 + 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 , 𝜎 2 ) ,
probability density function of 𝑦𝑡 is:

so

the

𝑓(𝑦𝑡 ) =

1
√𝜎 2 ∗ 2𝜋

(𝑦𝑡 −𝛽0 −𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 −𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 −𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 −𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡 −𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 −𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2
−𝛽7 𝑦𝑡−1 −𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1 −𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1 −𝛽10 𝑦𝑡−2 − 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 −𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 )2
−
2𝜎2
𝑒

Thus, the likelihood function of 𝑦𝑡 is:
𝐿(𝜎 2 , 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 , … , 𝛽12 |𝑦t , 𝑦𝑡−1 , 𝑦𝑡−2 , 𝜆𝑡 ) = ∏

𝑛

= (𝜎 2 2𝜋)− 2 ∗

𝑛

𝑓(𝑦𝑡 )

𝑡=1

2
2
∑𝑛
𝑡=1(𝑦𝑡 −𝛽0 −𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 −𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 −𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 −𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡 −𝛽5 𝑇𝑡 −𝛽6 𝐻𝑡
2
−𝛽7 𝑦𝑡−1 −𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1 −𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1 −𝛽10 𝑦𝑡−2 − 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 −𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 )
−
2𝜎2
𝑒

Then, the log-likelihood function of 𝑦𝑡 is:
ln(𝐿(𝜎 2 , 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 , … , 𝛽12|𝑦t , 𝑦𝑡−1 , 𝑦𝑡−2 , 𝜆𝑡 ))
𝑛
= − ∗ ln(𝜎 2 2𝜋)
2
∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑦𝑡 − 𝛽0 − 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 − 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 − 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 − 𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡 − 𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 − 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2
−𝛽7 𝑦𝑡−1 − 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1 − 𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1 − 𝛽10 𝑦𝑡−2 − 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 − 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 )2
−
2𝜎 2
Now, we use Jacobian transformation to find the likelihood of 𝑥𝑡 from that of 𝑦𝑡 . If doing the BoxCox transformation reversely, I can find the function of 𝑥𝑡 in terms of 𝑦𝑡 , which is:
1
𝜆
𝑥𝑡 = {(𝑦𝑡 ∗ 𝜆𝑡 + 1) 𝑡 − 𝑐 if 𝜆𝑡 ≠ 0
𝑒 𝑦𝑡 − 𝑐 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 = 0

(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐)𝜆𝑡 − 1
𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 ≠ 0
𝑦𝑡 = {
𝜆𝑡
ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 = 0
The Jacobian term is:
𝑑𝑦1
𝑑𝑥1
𝐽 = 𝑑𝑒𝑡

0
⋮
0
(

0
𝑑𝑦2
𝑑𝑥2
⋮
0

⋯

0

0
⋮
⋱ 𝑑𝑦𝑛
⋯ 𝑑𝑥𝑛 )
⋯

𝑛

= ∏
𝑛

∏

𝑑𝑦𝑡
𝑡=1 𝑑𝑥𝑡

(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐)𝜆𝑡 −1 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 ≠ 0

𝑡=1
𝑛

=

∏

{

1
𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 = 0
𝑡=1 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐
𝑛

= ∏

(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐)𝜆𝑡 −1

𝑡=1

Thus, according to Jacobian transformation, the log-likelihood function of 𝑥𝑡 is:
ln(𝐿(𝜎 2 , 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 , … , 𝛽12|𝑦t , 𝑦𝑡−1 , 𝑦𝑡−2 , 𝜆𝑡 ))
(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐)𝜆𝑡 − 1
− 𝛽0 − 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 − 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 − 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 − 𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡
𝜆𝑡
(𝑥
+ 𝑐)𝜆𝑡−1 − 1
−𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 − 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2 − 𝛽7 𝑡−1
− 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1 − 𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1
𝜆𝑡−1
(𝑥 + 𝑐)𝜆𝑡−2 − 1
−𝛽10 𝑡−2
− 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 − 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 ]2
𝜆𝑡−2
2𝜎 2

∑𝑛𝑡=1[

𝑛
− ln(𝜎 2 ∗ 2𝜋) −
2
=

𝑛

(𝜆𝑡 − 1) ∗ ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 ≠ 0

+∑

𝑡=1

∑𝑛𝑡=1[ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) − 𝛽0 − 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 − 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 − 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 − 𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡
−𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 − 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2 − 𝛽7 ln(𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝑐) − 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1 − 𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1
𝑛
−𝛽10 ln(𝑥𝑡−2 + 𝑐) − 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 − 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 ]2
− ln(𝜎 2 ∗ 2𝜋) −
2
2𝜎 2
𝑛

{

+∑

(𝜆𝑡 − 1) ∗ ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 = 0

𝑡=1

Finally, the Jacobian adjusted AIC for regression on raw data based on transformed data is:

𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝐼𝐶
(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐)𝜆𝑡 − 1
− 𝛽0 − 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 − 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 − 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡
𝜆𝑡
(𝑥
+ 𝑐)𝜆𝑡−1 − 1
−𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡 − 𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 − 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2 − 𝛽7 𝑡−1
− 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1
𝜆𝑡−1
(𝑥
+ 𝑐)𝜆𝑡−2 − 1
−𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1 − 𝛽10 𝑡−2
− 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 − 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 ]2
𝜆
𝑡−2
2𝑝 + 𝑛 ln(𝜎 2 ∗ 2𝜋) +
𝜎2
∑𝑛𝑡=1[

𝑛

=

(𝜆𝑡 − 1) ∗ ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 ≠ 0

−2∗ ∑

𝑡=1

∑𝑛𝑡=1[ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) − 𝛽0 − 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 − 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 − 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 − 𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡
−𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 − 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2 − 𝛽7 ln(𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝑐) − 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1 − 𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1
−𝛽10 ln(𝑥𝑡−2 + 𝑐) − 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 − 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 ]2
2𝑝 + 𝑛 ln(𝜎 2 ∗ 2𝜋) +
𝜎2
𝑛

{

−2∗ ∑

(𝜆𝑡 − 1) ∗ ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) 𝑖𝑓 𝜆𝑡 = 0

𝑡=1

Therefore, if denote the Jacobian adjusted AIC based on the AIC on the regression for the BoxCox transformed data 𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝑦𝑡 ), then
𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝑥𝑡 ) = 𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝑦𝑡 ) − 2 ∗ ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝜆𝑡 − 1) ∗ ln(𝑥𝑡 + 𝑐) (Kim et al., 2013)
In this way, the Jacobian adjusted AIC values can be compared. Once figuring out the Jacobian
adjusted AIC values under different coefficients of 𝜆𝑡 , the most appropriate 𝜆𝑡 corresponds to the
lowest Jacobian adjusted AIC are known. After that, using the most appropriate 𝜆𝑡 to do the
transformation and fit the regression model on the transformed data, which is
𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐻𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝑇𝑡2 + 𝛽6 𝐻𝑡2 + 𝛽7 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛽8 𝑇𝑡−1
+ 𝛽9 𝐻𝑡−1 + 𝛽10 𝑦𝑡−2 + 𝛽11 𝑇𝑡−2 + 𝛽12 𝐻𝑡−2 + 𝜀𝑡
Finally, the relationships among the predictors and the energy usages are clearer after plugging in
all the coefficient of parameters.

Result
The tables below (Table 1) shows the comparisons between AIC values before and after the
Box-Cox transformations and coefficients of 𝜆𝑡 used for the transformations. Column "𝛼0 ” and
“𝛼1 ” are the coefficients corresponding to the minimal Jacobian Adjusted AIC; column “AIC” is
the AIC for regression on scaled raw data; and the column "Jacobian Adjusted AIC” is the AIC
for regression on Box-Cox transformed data. Comparing the AIC’s and the Jacobian adjusted
AIC’s in the three rows, we can see the Jacobian adjusted AIC’s are smaller than AIC’s, which
indicates the regression models on Box-Cox transformed data are better.

-0.1

Jacobian
Adjusted AIC
-2330.316

7039.965

0.2

0.1

-4653.286

-2821.657

-0.2

0

-14498.7

-14392.94

Energy

𝜶𝟎

𝜶𝟏

Steam Usage in
OAK
Chilled Water
Usage
in WBMA
Electricity Usage
in CHEM

0.9

AIC

Table 1. The most appropriate coefficients of 𝜆𝑡 with their corresponding Jacobian adjusted
AIC’s and the comparisons between AIC’s and Jacobian adjusted AICs

The following figure (Figure 5) contains the plots of the comparisons between transformed data
and fitted data for the three regression models. From the plots, the blue lines are the transformed
data and the red lines represent the fitted data. The purplish parts are their overlaps. According to
the figure, almost all the parts are overlapped, which suggests that the regression models on
transformed data fitted well. The 𝑅 2 of the three models are 88.2%, 95.1%, and 98.6% respectively.

Figure 5. The comparisons between transformed data and fitted data

Discussion
The three different sets of energy data demonstrate the flexibility of the Box-Cox
transformation model. It can be used for any energy in any building. It can also be applied to fields
other than energy. For this application, we can further do a more serious feature selection to
improve the regression model. And we can add more variables when modeling the parameter 𝜆𝑡
to make it more adaptive.
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Appendix
Despite data and names, the codes for the three sets of data are the same, so we only attached
the code of one data.
library(car)
library(timeDate)
library(dplyr)
library(scales)
library(plotly)
# CHEM Electricity
# Import data
CHEM.Spring2019 <- read.csv("CHEM Fall2019.csv")
CHEM.Electricity <- CHEM.Spring2019[19603:29403,]
min(CHEM.Electricity$Reading)
# Remove missing data
CHEM.Electricity.NA <- which(!complete.cases(CHEM.Electricity$Reading))
CHEM.Electricity <- CHEM.Electricity[-CHEM.Electricity.NA, ]

# Explanatory data analysis
png("Raw Data of CHEM.Electricity.png", res = 300, width = 8, height = 3,
unit = "in")
plot(CHEM.Electricity$Reading, type = "l", xlab = "Time",
ylab = "Electricity",
main = "Raw Data of Electricity Over Time for CHEM", xaxt = "n",
bty = "n")
axis(side = 1, at = seq(1, nrow(CHEM.Electricity),
nrow(CHEM.Electricity) / 10),
label = CHEM.Electricity$TimeStamp[seq(1, nrow(CHEM.Electricity),
nrow(CHEM.Electricity) / 10)])
dev.off()
png("Temperature for Fall 2019 Semester.png", res = 300, width = 8,
height = 3, unit = "in")
plot(CHEM.Electricity$TempRead, type = "l", xlab = "Time",
ylab = "Temperature", main = "Temperature for Fall 2019 Semester",
xaxt = "n", bty = "n")
axis(side = 1, at = seq(1, nrow(CHEM.Electricity),
nrow(CHEM.Electricity) / 10),
label = CHEM.Electricity$TimeStamp[seq(1, nrow(CHEM.Electricity),
nrow(CHEM.Electricity) / 10)])
dev.off()
ggplot(CHEM.Electricity, aes(x = TempRead, y = Reading)) +

geom_point() + geom_smooth(color = "blue") +
labs(title = "Temperature vs. Electricity for CHEM", x = "Temperature",
y = "Electricity")
ggsave(filename = "Temperature vs. Electricity for CHEM.png",
width = 4, height = 3, unit = "in")
# Standardization
CHEM.Electricity$Reading_scaled <- CHEM.Electricity$Reading /
sd(CHEM.Electricity$Reading)
# Regression on raw data
CHEM.Electricity$Weekday <- weekdays(as.POSIXct(CHEM.Electricity$TimeStamp))
CHEM.Electricity$Hour <- format(as.POSIXct(CHEM.Electricity$TimeStamp), "%H")
CHEM.m1 <- lm(Reading_scaled ~ TempRead + HumidityRead + Weekday +
Hour + I(TempRead^2) + I(HumidityRead^2) +
lag(Reading_scaled) + lag(TempRead) +
lag(HumidityRead) + lag(Reading_scaled, 2) +
lag(TempRead, 2) + lag(HumidityRead, 2), CHEM.Electricity)
summary(CHEM.m1)
AIC(CHEM.m1)
# Min positive value for the constant
minpositive <- function(x) {
min(x[x > 0])
}
CHEM.Electricity.constant <- minpositive(CHEM.Electricity$Reading_scaled)
# Try different lambdas
CHEM.Electricity$Temp_scaled <- CHEM.Electricity$TempRead /
sd(CHEM.Electricity$TempRead)
CHEM.result <- NULL
for (i in seq(from = -2, to = 2, by = 0.1)) {
print(i)
for (j in seq(from = -2, to = 2, by = 0.1)) {
lambda = i + j * CHEM.Electricity$Temp_scaled
# Box-Cox transformation
BoxCox <- function(x, lambda) {
toReturn <- rep(NA, length(x))
for (k in 1:length(x)) {
if (lambda[k] == 0) {
toReturn[k] <- log(x[k] + CHEM.Electricity.constant)
}
else {
toReturn[k] <- ((x[k] + CHEM.Electricity.constant) ^ lambda[k]
- 1) / (lambda[k])
}
}
return(toReturn)
}

# Regression Model
CHEM.Electricity$TransRead <- BoxCox(CHEM.Electricity$Reading_scaled,
lambda)
CHEM.m2 <- lm(TransRead ~ TempRead + HumidityRead + Weekday + Hour +
I(TempRead ^ 2) + I(HumidityRead ^ 2) + lag(TransRead) +
lag(TempRead) + lag(HumidityRead) + lag(TransRead, 2) +
lag(TempRead, 2) + lag(HumidityRead, 2), CHEM.Electricit
y)
# Calculate Jacobian adjusted AIC
JacobianAdjustedAIC <- AIC(CHEM.m2) - 2 *
sum((lambda - 1) * log(CHEM.Electricity$Reading_scaled +
CHEM.Electricity.constant))
# Save answer
tmp <- data.frame(alpha0 = i, alpha1 = j, JaAIC = JacobianAdjustedAIC)
# Print coefficients and Jacobian adjusted AIC
CHEM.result <- rbind(CHEM.result, tmp)
}
}
CHEM.result
CHEM.JacobianAdjustedAIC <- CHEM.result %>% slice(which.min
(CHEM.result$JaAIC))
CHEM.JacobianAdjustedAIC
CHEM.lambda <- as.numeric(CHEM.JacobianAdjustedAIC["alpha0"]) +
as.numeric(CHEM.JacobianAdjustedAIC["alpha1"]) *
CHEM.Electricity$Temp_scaled
CHEM.lambda
# Lambda Graph
alpha0 <- seq(-2, 2, 0.1)
alpha1 <- seq(-2, 2, 0.1)
CHEM.AdjustedAIC <- matrix(NA, 41, 41)
for(i in 1:nrow(CHEM.result)) {
CHEM.AdjustedAIC[CHEM.result$alpha0[i] * 10 + 21,
CHEM.result$alpha1[i] * 10 + 21] = CHEM.result$JaAIC[i]
}
z <- matrix(rep(seq(min(CHEM.result$JaAIC), max(CHEM.result$JaAIC),
length = 41), 41), 41, 41)
CHEM.fig <- plot_ly(z = ~ CHEM.AdjustedAIC, x = ~ alpha0, y = ~ alpha1,
type = "surface", colors = c("cornflowerblue", "purple"),
opacity = 0.8)
CHEM.fig <- CHEM.fig %>% add_surface(z = ~ z, x = seq(-2, 2, 0.1),
y = rep(0, 41), showscale = FALSE)
CHEM.fig
# Fit model w/ appropriate lambda
CHEM.Electricity$TransRead_lambda <- BoxCox(CHEM.Electricity$Reading_scaled,
CHEM.lambda)
CHEM.m2_lambda <- lm(TransRead_lambda ~ TempRead + HumidityRead + Weekday +

Hour + I(TempRead^2) + I(HumidityRead^2) +
lag(TransRead_lambda) + lag(TempRead) +
lag(HumidityRead) + lag(TransRead_lambda, 2) +
lag(TempRead, 2) + lag(HumidityRead, 2), CHEM.Electric
ity)
summary(CHEM.m2_lambda)
# Raw Data vs. Fitted Data
png("Transformed Raw Data vs. Fitted Data for CHEM.png",res = 300,
width = 8, height = 4, unit = "in")
plot(CHEM.Electricity$TransRead_lambda, type = "l",
col = alpha("blue", 0.5), ylab = "Electricity", xlab = "Time",
main = "Transformed Raw Data vs. Fitted Data for CHEM", xaxt = "n",
bty = "n")
lines(CHEM.m2_lambda$fitted.values, col = alpha("red", 0.5))
axis(side = 1, at = seq(1, nrow(CHEM.Electricity),
nrow(CHEM.Electricity) / 10),
label = CHEM.Electricity$TimeStamp[seq(1, nrow(CHEM.Electricity),
nrow(CHEM.Electricity) / 10)])
legend("topright", legend = c("Transformed Raw Data", "Fitted Data"),
bty = "n", lty = c(1, 1),
col = c(alpha("blue", 0.5), alpha("red", 0.5)))
dev.off()

